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1.0 Introduction
Sockbridge and Tirril Parish Council are creating a parish circular path, and have identified a
‘missing link,’ 1.25 miles in length, between Highfield and Celleron. Lowther Estates have
agreed to designate a permissive path along the margin of three adjacent fields to plug this
gap, and the Parish Council are keen to improve the wildlife along this length of new path.
Improvements will include hedge planting along the margins and enclosure of Lady Beck
with associated tree planting. As such, South Lakes Ecology were contracted to set up a
butterfly and bumble bee transect along the permitted path route, to complete this transect
on three occasions with local volunteers from the Parish, and to give guidance on the wildlife
improvement plans.

2.0 Method
The following is both a description of the method undertaken by South Lakes Ecology and a
recommendation for future surveys for volunteers from the Parish.
The route was assessed on site, and was split into three sections of equal length (see
image 1), within which all butterflies and bumblebees were identified and counted. The exact
method used follows that of other butterfly transects monitored annually across the UK and
overseen by the UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (https://www.ukbms.org/Methods), the
main details of which are given below:

Butterflies are recorded in a fixed width band (typically 5m wide) along the transect each
week from the beginning of April until the end of September yielding, ideally, 26 counts per
year. Transect walks are undertaken between 10.45am and 3.45pm and only when weather
conditions are suitable for butterfly activity. Weather conditions have a considerable effect
on the numbers of butterflies seen. To ensure that the counts are standardised as much as
possible:1. Transects are not walked when the temperature is below 13°C (in northern upland
areas this may be reduced to 11°C)
2. Between 13-17°C, a transect may be walked providing there is at least 60% sun
3. Above 17°C, a transect may be walked in any conditions, providing it is not actually
raining
4. When wind speeds are above 5 on the Beaufort scale, transects should not be
walked
As suggested above, weather will play a significant part in how many transects are carried
out each year and when they are carried out, and the main thing is that transects are not
carried out in unsuitable conditions – better not to do the survey than complete an invalid
one!
If the survey is carried out on a ‘there and back’ walk, it is important that butterflies are only
counted on the outward journey and not on the return. If additional species are seen on the
return that were not seen during the survey, these can be added at the bottom of the survey
sheet (see appendix ..)
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Image 1, Transect location and transect sections

3.0 Results
Table 1, Results from the three transects completed in 2020
Species
Red-tailed bumble
White/buff tailed bumble*
Green veined white
Small white
White butterfly spp
Small tortoiseshell
Ringlet butterfly
Peacock butterfly
Honey bee
Chimney sweep
Additional species seen

18/06/20
1
2

10/07/20
1
2

3
2

3

1

3

1

1
2

9

11
2

2

07/08/20
1
2
1
3
1
1

3
2
1
1

1
13

16

3

5
6

5
16

6

1
2-spot and 7 spot
7-spot ladybird.
Great spotted
ladybird, large white Thousands of
woodpecker.
butterfly, silver-y
caterpillars – mostly Hundreds of smll
moth, common redsmll tortoiseshell
tortoiseshell and
legged robber fly
with some peacock. peacock butterfly
(Dioctria rufipes)
caterpillars
* The workers of white-tailed and buff tailed butterflies are inseparable in the field.
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3.1 Additional Observations
Each of the three fields which the permitted route passes through are agriculturally
improved, with a few course grass species including perennial rye grass, and a limited
number of broadleaved plants including creeping buttercup and white clover. Such species
mixes are designed to maximise productivity for grazing animals, but they are very poor for
wildlife. A lack of structure limits use by mammals, birds and insects, and there is little food
in terms of soil invertebrates, vegetative matter or nectar and pollen for these animal groups.
The verges of these fields (mostly fenced) are a little more varied, with cow parsley, nettle,
and creeping thistle also present, and the latter two species were used by tortoiseshell and
peacock butterflies which were detected in the last two surveys.
Further down-slope on section 2, the verge had a few more plant species, and although
none of these were common, they could increase after enclosure for hedgerow planting.
These included germander speedwell, common and bush vetch, meadow vetchling,
meadowsweet, scentless mayweed
and red clover. At Lady Beck, the
eastern bank has been spared some
of the agricultural improvement and
therefore has a more diverse plantlife, with ribwort plantain, selfheal,
yarrow, red clover and crested dog’s
tail grass. By the time of the third
survey all of the Lady Beck area
was heavily grazed and poached,
but brooklime and water cress were
still present within the wet streambed.
Image 2, Eastern side of Lady Beck with more diverse flora
The hedge between the road at Celleron and the start of section 1 contained lots of hazel
and hawthorn, with some elder, ash and wych elm. Along its base was some hogweed and a
single spike of giant bellflower. The creation of a new hedge down to lady beck will link this
existing hedge with an area of blackthorn dominated scrub at Lady Beck.

4.0 Recommendations
The route of the new permissive path currently lacks diversity in terms of plant species
present and in terms of vegetation structure. This has a knock-on effect on insects and it
was not surprising that only 2 bumble bee and 6 butterfly species were seen during three
visits.
The planting of hedges and trees along the route of the path has the potential to remedy
both problems, especially if a diverse array of tree species are used, and the installation of
enclosures to keep grazing animals away from planted trees will have further benefits,
allowing ground flora to grow tall and providing the opportunity to plant / encourage plants
which are good for nectaring insects.
Ground flora diversity will always be limited however, by the high nutrient levels of the
underlying soil. Any herbaceous species which are planted within enclosures will need to be
able to compete with the rapid growth of the existing grass species.
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The following recommendations aim to ensure a constant supply of nectaring plants
throughout the spring and summer months:
1. Include a wide variety of scrub species and trees in planting plans, including most of
the following: blackthorn, bird cherry, grey willow, goat willow, bay willow, holly,
rowan, hazel, hawthorn, wych elm, wild cherry, crab apple, dog rose, oak, elder,
downy birch, aspen, alder, small leaved lime, dogwood.
2. Plant / translocate flowering plants within new enclosures which will be able to
compete with tall grasses, including meadowsweet, wood cranesbill, meadow
cranesbill, giant bellflower, bush vetch, meadow vetchling, tufted vetch, red campion,
ladies mantle and hemp-agrimony. Along the wet edges of Lady Beck encourage
greater bird’s foot trefoil, ragged robin, mint, marsh marigold and meadowsweet.
3. East of Lady Beck (see Image 2), plant scrub and trees more sparingly / in clumps to
allow the existing ground flora to develop.

In terms of butterfly and bee survey, any transects that can be walked between mid-April and
end of September will yield valuable data. If volunteer interest is high, one transect a week
would be ideal, but if not a minimum of two transects per month will provide comparable
information which could be used to measure the success of any improvement works.
The key period to record birds is April to end of June when birds are breeding and are most
vocal. Observations could be made during butterfly / bee transects rather than setting up a
separate survey but be aware that singing tails off towards the middle of the day when most
of the transects will be walked.

5.0 Useful Identification guides
Field guide to bumblebees of Britain and Ireland, Mike Edwards, Countryside and Garden
Conservation Series.
Field Guide to the bees of Great Britain and Ireland, Stephen Falk and Richard Lewington,
Bloomsbury Wildlife Guides (much more detail in this one – includes mining / solitary bees
too. Good if you get really interested!)
Britain’s Butterflies, David Tomlinson and Rob Still, Wildguides (a great, inexpensive
photographic guide to butterflies + some caterpillar photos)
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Appendices – Appendix 1, Butterfly / bee recording sheet
Weather:

Recorder (s):
Transect section

Time:

Date:

Species
Red tailed bumble
Common carder bumble
Tree bumble
Early bumble
White tailed bumble
Buff tailed bumble
Wt / buff tailed bumble workers
Bumble spp.
Painted lady
Meadow brown
Large white
Green veined white
Small white
White butterfly spp
Small tortoiseshell
Peacock
Red admiral
Ringlet
Small skipper
Small heath

1

2

3

Additional observations
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Appendix 2a, showing hedge at start of Section 1, looking north, 18th June

Appendix 2b, Fenced field margin of Section 1, looking east, 18th June
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Appendix 3a, Showing broad grassy margin at western end of Section 2, 18th June

Appendix 3b, showing fenced field margin at east end of Section 2, 18th June
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Appendix 4a, Showing northern half of Section 3, Lady Beck, 18th June

Appendix 4b, showing southern half of Section 3, Lady Beck, 18th June
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Appendix 5, Lady beck on 7th August, showing poaching and grazing effects
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